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Abstract
Today, with increasing number of network user and the properties of a network protocols the
information security is a critical issue to protect the data that flow through the network. A lot of
researchers did their best to accelerate the cryptographic algorithms and develop high performance cryptographic schemes by using approaches such as block cipher algorithms. One of the
common block cipher algorithms is called Data Encryption Standards (DES) Algorithm. The
DES has 56-bit key size. Therefore, DES algorithm has become more liable to key attack and
brute force attack. In fact, though the improved versions (2-DES, 3-DES) of the DES algorithm
driven against these attacks by increasing the size of the key, they were liable to more attack such
as meet-in-middle attack.
In this thesis, we propose and develop a new approach of DES algorithm with high security
against key attack and brute force attack. Where the new approach achieved confidentiality, integrity, and availability of security issues required for the basic information business system. The
new approach is implemented and design by using Modification of DES (M-DES) in Block Cipher Algorithm. The M-DES has two models as M-DES encryption model and M-DES decryption model. M-DES is using key size 184-bit as symmetric key. From M-DES schema design, the
second 64-bits represent the key, which will be used to verify that the key that is used in decryption is similar to it and ensure data integrity during transportation.
The evaluation and analysis of M-DES approach are appearing the increase of the confidentiality and exhaustive key search. Where the M-DES approach has computation time 2184 of possible iteration of the key to reach the correct try. Depending on the result of average execution time
that applied M-DES Encryption in a set of files, size is very near to reach the DES algorithm execution time. Also, we applied a comparison of the experimental test between the M-DES with
the other cipher block algorithms as AES, 3-DES in encryption and decryption models. The result appears that M-DES encryption and decryption model achieve a performance in average execution time comparing with them. The examination of entropy for a set of files size that is studied randomly for the ciphertext generated by M-DES comparing with a ciphertext generated by
DES, shows that are close together entropy values.
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اىخالطح
اىٍ ً٘ٞع صٝادج عذد ٍِ ٍسرخذٍ ٜاىشثنح ٗصٝادج خظائض تشٗذ٘م٘الخ اىشثنح أطثر أٍِ اىَعيٍ٘اخ ٗزَاٝح
اىثٞاّاخ اىر ٜذرذفق ٍِ خاله اىشثنح ٍسأىح ٍيسح ىيغاٝح .اىنثٞش ٍِ اىثازث ِٞقاٍ٘ا تقظاس ٙخٖذٌٕ ىرسشٝع خ٘اسصٍٞاخ اىرشفٞش
ٗذط٘ٝش ّظٌ اىرشفٞش عاىٞح األداء تاسرخذاً ذقْٞاخ ٍثو اسرخذاً خ٘اسصٍٞاخ مرئ اىرشفٞش .أزذ خ٘اسصٍٞاخ مرئ اىرشفٞش
اىَشٖ٘سج ٝسَ ٜخ٘اسصٍ ٔٞذشفٞش اىثٞاّاخ اىقٞاسٞح )ٝ . (DESسر٘ DES ٛعيٍ ٜفراذ ذشفٞش تسدٌ  56تد ٗ.ىزىل ،فاُ
خ٘اسصٍDES ٔٞأطثسد أمثش عشضٔ ىيٖدً٘ ٍثو ٕدً٘ اىَفراذ ٕٗدً٘ اىق٘ج اىغاشَح .ف ٜاى٘اقع ،عي ٚاىشغٌ ٍِ
اإلطذاساخ اىَسسْح ) ٍِ (3-DES) (2-DESخ٘اسصٍٍ DES ٔٞذعَح ضذ ٕزٓ اىٖدَاخ عِ طشٝق صٝادج زدٌ اىَفراذ،
ٗماّ٘ا عشضٔ ألمثش ٍِ اىٖدً٘ ٍثو ٕدً٘ ىقاء ف ٜاىَْرظف.
فٕ ٜزٓ األطشٗزحّٗ ،سِ ّقرشذ ذط٘ٝش ذقْٞح خذٝذج ٍِ خ٘اسصٍٍDES ٔٞع ذسقٞق األٍِ اىعاى ٜضذ ٕدً٘ اىَفراذ
ٗاىق٘ٓ اىغاشَح .زٞث ذسقق اىرقْٞح اىدذٝذج اىضٝادج ٍِ اىسشٝحٗ ،اىْضإحٗ ،ذ٘افش اىَسائو األٍْٞح اىالصٍح ىْظاً اىَعيٍ٘اخ
األساسٞح ىألعَاه اىرداسٝحٝٗ .رٌ ذْفٞز اىرقْٞح اىدذٝذج ٗذظََٖٞا تاسرخذاً خ٘ىر ِٞخذٝذذ ِٞتعذ  DESف ٜخ٘اسصٍ ٔٞذشفٞش
اىنريحٗ .ىٖزا اىرقْٞح َّ٘رخاُ ىيَْ٘رج اىخاص تاىرشفٞش ٗاالخش ىفل اىرشفٞش إلظٖاس اىْض االطيٝٗ .ٜسرخذًM-
DESزدٌ اىَفراذ  192تد مَفراذ ٍرَاثو  ٍِ.ذظَ ٌٞاىَخطظٗ ،اىثاّ-43 ٜتد َٝثو اىَفراذٗ ،اىر ٜسٞرٌ اسرخذاٍٖا ىيرسقق
ٍِ اُ اىَفراذ اىزٝ ٛرٌ اسرخذأٍ ف ٜفل اىرشفٞش ٝطاتق اىز ٛذٌ ذشفٞش عثشٓ ٗرىل ىضَاُ سالٍٔ اىثٞاّاخ اثْاء اىْقو.
فٕ ٜزٓ االطشٗزح ذٌ ذقٗ ٌٞٞذسيٞو ٕزٓ اىرقْٞح ٍِ خاله اىذساساخ االسرقظائٞح اىَرعَقح ألثثاخ صٝادج اىسشٝح ٗاألداء
األّسة ىيرقْٞح .زٞث اُ اىرقْٞح  M-DESىذٖٝا ٗقد اىسساب ىيَفراذ اىرشفٞش  ٍِ 2983اىرنشاس اىَسرَو ىيَفراذ ىي٘ط٘ه إىٚ
اىَساٗىح اىظسٞسح ٗفل اىرشفٞشٗ .اعرَادا عيّ ٚرائح ٍر٘سظ ٗقد اىرْفٞز اىر ٜطثقد اىرشفٞش  M-DESعيٍ ٚدَ٘عح ٍخريفح
ٍِ زدٌ اىَيفاخ قشٝثٔ خذا ٍِ ٗقد اىرْفٞز ىخ٘اسصٍٞح ٗ . DESأٝضا طثقْا اىَقاسّح االخرثاس اىردشٝثٞح تٍ M-DES ِٞع
خ٘اسصٍٞاخ مرئ اىرشفٞش األخش ٙمَا3-DES ، AESفَّ ٜارج اىرشفٞش ٗفل اىرشفٞش .ذظٖش اىْرٞدح اُ َّ٘رج اىرشفٞش ٗفل
اىرشفٞش اىخاص ىخ٘اسصٍٞح M-DESزٞث ٗقد اىرشفٞش قشٝة خذا ه ٗDESافضو ٍِ ٗ .3-DES , AESذث ِٞاخرثاساخ
ٗفسض [ّد سٗتٞا ٕٗ٘ ٍقٞاط ىيعش٘ائٞح] ىَدَ٘عٔ ٍِ ٍيفاخ تأزداً ٍخريفح اُ دساسح عش٘ائٞح ىيْض اىَشفش اىْاذح ٍِ
خ٘اسصٍٞح ٍM-DESقاسّح ٍع ّض اىَشفشج اىْاذح ٍِ خ٘اسصٍٞح ٝDESظٖش اُ اىق ٌٞقشٝثح .مَا ذَد ٍقاسّح قَٞح ٍقٞاط
اىعش٘ائٞح ٍع خ٘اسصٍٞاخ مرئ اىرشفٞش األخش ٙمَاٗ 3-DES ، AESماّد ق ٌٞاىَقاسّح ىيعش٘ائٞح اٝضا قشٝثح.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The data age, ordinarily known as the PC age or data period, is a thought that the present
age is portrayed by the number of users to exchange data uninhibitedly and to have moment access to learning that would have been troublesome or difficult to discover. The thought is connected to the idea of a computerized age and conveys the repercussions of a move from a customary industry that the Mechanical Insurgency brought through industrialization, to an economy in view of the control of data. The new information Era made information security an important field of interest, therefore, companies, organizations, governments, and countries are
willing to invest in this field in order to secure their information and business. This chapter will
give an introduction to the subject of the thesis and purpose of the study and propose the schema
that tries to increase performance, security and clarify problem statement, as well as clarify the
organizational structure of the thesis.
1.1 Background and Context
Cryptography is a science that stratifies complex mathematics and arithmetic logic to design strong encryption methods to create a secret data while it is being transferred to receiver
party. Where the secret data is converted into unintelligible data through a process called encryption. Therefore, the opponents won’t be able to understand this data as secure not allowed to another one not authorized (Kahate, 2031). There are many definitions of the primary requirements
of security; the classical requirements are summarized by the acronym (CIA). CIA is the acronym for Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. All other security requirements such as nonrepudiation can be traced back to these three basic properties. Confidentiality refers to limiting
and providing access only to the authorized users, the users for whom the information is actually
meant. Integrity questions the originality of data, whether the data has come from authentic resources or even those resources have entered the right data. Availability, unsurprisingly, means
that information is up all the time (Weippl, 2009). Cryptography has two categories, asymmetrickey, and symmetric-key algorithms. The asymmetric key algorithms are algorithms for cryptography that uses the pair of keys, public and private. When encryption is done using one key, decryption is done by using another key, such as (RSA). The symmetric key algorithms are algorithms for cryptography that use the same key in encryption and decryption. Symmetric-key en2

cryption can use either stream ciphers or block ciphers. Where, the stream cipher encrypts bit-bybit such as (RC4). While block ciphers take part (number) of bits and encrypt them as a single
unit, such as (DES, AES). In 1972, IBM developed Data encryption standard (DES). DES is a
symmetric key block cipher. The block size of input 64 bits and key length 56 bits. The key size
of the DES algorithm is too small that it became vulnerable to more than one attack such as (key
attack and brute force attack) (Stallings, 2014). So the DES algorithm has been developed for
two versions. The first version is double DES (2-DES). The 2-DES has two encryption stages
and two keys. The size key of 2-DES is 112 bits. The 2-DES is vulnerable to meet-in-middle attack. The second version, triple DES (3-DES). The 3-DES has three stages (two encryption stages and one decryption stage) and key size 168 bits. Through our work, we introduce a new version of DES algorithm by adding modification of original DES and increasing the key size into
184 bits with high security and extra capacity compared to DES, 2-DES and 3-DES algorithm.
We concentrate on text files as plaintext for experiments.
1.2 Statement of the Problem
DES algorithm has a 56-bit key size, which is considered too small. DES uses 16 subkeys
of size 48-bits keys generated from a master 56-bit key (64 bits if we consider also parity bits).
DES has weak keys that are created the same sub-key to be generated in more than one round.
So, it reduces cipher complexity. The preferable of weak keys can be averted at key generation.
DES has 4 weak keys such as 01010101 01010101, FEFE FEFE FEFE FEFE, E0E0E0E0
F1F1F1F1 and 1F1F1F1F 0E0E0E0E. Using weak keys, the outcome of the Permuted Choice 1
(PC1) in the DES key schedule leads to round keys (K1---K16) being either all zeros, all ones or
alternating zero-one patterns. The DES algorithm has problem in keys generation too, is called
semi-weak keys. Whereas it only produces two different sub-keys, each used eight times in the
algorithm. Therefore, DES algorithm has become more liable to key attack and brute force attack. Although the upgraded versions (2-DES, 3-DES) of the DES algorithm worked against these attacks by increasing the size of the key, they were liable to more attack such as meet-inmiddle attack. Also, predisposed to attack in Differential Cryptanalysis (Biham-Shamir). They
choose plaintext attack, assumes that an attacker knows (Plaintext, Ciphertext) pairs. By differential cryptanalysis involves comparing the XOR of two plaintexts to the XOR of the two corresponding ciphertexts. Then detect some bits, use brute-force for the rest of the bits to find the
key. So, it is necessary to develop a new version of DES with more security and robustness
against these attacks.
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1.3 Objective
The main objective of this research is to develop a new approach of DES algorithm with
high security against key attack and brute force attack. Where the new approach achieved confidentiality integrity and availability of data.
1.4 Importance of the Research
Today, organization's environment that is the competitive business, need to collaborate
with users and each other to resistance attacking and threat hacking, with the advances in the architecture of computers and tools of network technology, the organizations need to analyze vast
amounts of data efficiently secure and quick. So, the security information system is the critical
point in the digital business world.
In addition, ones of the most important issues for the users transferring data securely.
Eavesdroppers spend too much effort for spying on some parties. Hence, the need for algorithms
that ensure the confidentiality and integrity of data is increased. Therefore, this has increased the
importance of making DES algorithm more secure against key attack and brute force attack.
1.5 Scope and limitations of the Research
1. Our approach will apply only to data encryption standard (DES).
2. Our approach will test over the stream type as text.
3. Our approach will test on text files with different sizes.
4. Cryptanalysis is out of the scope.
5. Key distribution is symmetric and the type of key management is out of the scope.
6. ASCII characteristic of text in English language and the other language is out of the
scope.
7. The authentication phase for each user key is out of scope.
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1.6 Methodology
Our research methodology comprises the following phases:
Phase1: Reviewing related literature.
In this phase, we review the literatures related to our work and identity of the modifications that have done on DES. The focus will be on those improved or used DES algorithm, because they are have the most related to our work.
Phase2: Analyzing related work.
Here we analyze the related work and research’s that improve the security of DES algorithm. Moreover, we evaluate the points of strength and limitations of them in terms of robustness against attacks and performance.
Phase3: Developing the new approach.
In this phase, we perform the steps of improving the DES algorithm:
- Design the new approach.
- Implement the new approach.
- Test the new approach (Encryption/Decryption).
Phase4: Evaluating the new approach.
In this phase, evaluate the new approach by experimental to check the impacts of security
modifications comparing with DES and other cipher block algorithms, as follow:
- Calculating the possible time required for exhaustive key search applied in new approach.
Then, compare it with the possible time for DES algorithm and other cipher block algorithms.
- Detecting the average execution time for new approach by applying it in two models encryption
and decryption distributed in different set of file sizes. Detecting the average execution time for
DES algorithm and other cipher block algorithms by applied each one in same applied in set of
file sizes for new approach. Comparing the results between new approach and DES algorithm
and comparing it with the other cipher block algorithms.
- Detecting the entropy of ciphertext that generated from plaintext for new approach by applying
it in two models encryption and decryption distributed in different set of file sizes. Also, detecting the entropy value of ciphertext that generated from plaintext for DES algorithm and
other cipher block algorithms by applied each one in same applied in set of file sizes for new
approach. Comparing the results between new approach and DES algorithm and comparing it
with the other cipher block algorithms.
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1.7 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured around five chapters as follows:
Chapter Two scans in over view, the cryptography important and information security requirements. Detecting the security issues, those are needed in security information
business as Confidentiality, Integrity, and Availability. Exploring algorithms that
support confidentiality as block cipher algorithms (AES, Blowfish, DES and 3DES) and stream cipher algorithms (RC4). Also, exploring for algorithms that
are support integrity as hash code functions, message digest authentication
(MAC) algorithms. Finally, surveying for block cipher algorithms, enhancing,
and modifying approaches for DES algorithms.
Chapter Three explains in details our new approach for DES algorithm, which is proposed as a
novel solution with more security and capacity. It explains how the new model
works, illustrates how it satisfies the aim of cryptography and gives the analysis
of its points of strength and weakness.
Chapter Four dissects the experimental studies steps and the performance evaluation of the new
approach. Also, explores comparing the results for key search possible and entropy measures of new approach with cipher block algorithms.
Chapter Five summarizes research findings and conclusions. It highlights the contributions
of the research and gives an overview of its evaluation. In addition, it talks about
future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
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Chapter 2
Literature review
This chapter presents an introduction to cryptography covering different topics related to
the security information system including the information security system requirements as architecture, the models, the type of entities and the operations that can be performed on the organization database. This chapter also includes a description of security issues in traditional business
environment and its types. So, this chapter provides a general vision about the security issues as
data encryption algorithms, data integrity methods and data availability needs for data security
systems. Finally, this chapter presents an evaluation of the algorithms that achieve security issues
in two categories. First, evaluate of block cipher algorithms. Second, explore the evaluation of
common approaches, which are developed on the DES algorithm to achieve confidentiality and
availability as ones of security issues.
2.1 Motivation of Information Security and Cryptography
Recently, the awareness of organizations and companies in implementing security is increased because increment of the violations, the attacks, and the threats to information. Therefore, information security has become one of the issues that occupy the first rank in the organization management plans (Mahmoud, 2016). Because of the importance of data, which is resided in
data warehouse, we must take care to protect and secure these data from the attackers (Doukhnitch, 2013). This section will provide the important requirements that will be used to achieve
more security in organizations (Anand, 2014).
2.1.1 Information Security System Requirements
The security requirements for Data security of the business companies’ environment are
similar to those of other distributed computing systems. Thus, it's important to have an internal
control mechanism to ensure the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) of data in a
distributed environment as in (Shmueli, 2010). Confidentiality is the protection of information
from unauthorized access. Integrity requires data to be protected from malicious or accidental
modification. Availability ensures data being available to authorized users when they need them.
Figure 2.1 shows the three main security properties (CIA) to achieve high security for databases
(Basharat, 2012).
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Figure (2.1): The security properties in Database of an information system.

 General Security Requirements
The general security requirements are communication security, user identification and authentication, auditing, and access control as general and important security requirements. These
requirements are described below:
1. Communication Security: Data information systems must run in a secure environment
with reliable hardware and protection against attacks (Fang, 2011). A lot of communications occurred in data warehouse environment to extract data from source databases,
transform it to be suitable and matched and load it into a data warehouse (Wrembel,
2005). These communications take place in deriving information from data warehouse by
end users (Saurabh, 2011). The use of the Internet or other insecure networks makes suitable security measures necessary. These communication lines and networks can be protected by using encryption/decryption technique or by using Virtual Private Network
(VPN) technology.
2. Identification/Authentication: There are some the methods for user identification and
authentication mechanism. These methods can be installed in a data warehouse environment (Inmon, 2005). A user’s identity is needed in order to apply appropriate security restrictions and to avoid access by unauthorized users (Havighurst, 2007). The user identification and authentication mechanism can be achieved by using special user identification for DW environment (inside the front-end tools) or by using another method that depends on an operating system tool as "single sign-on"(Chaudhuri, 1997).
3. Access Control "Authorization": In databases, access control method define objects in
terms of (tables, columns, views)and the operation(select), but, in data warehouses, access control method defines objects in terms of (facts, dimensions, hierarchies, levels, cu9

bes and measures) and operations in terms of (drill-down, roll-up, slice, pivot and dice)
(Rizzi, 2007).

4. Auditing: Because of the differences in structure between data warehouse and database,
new operations have appeared for auditing in data warehouses (Priebe, 2000). The auditing in DW should be performed on the multidimensional level of an OLAP engine to log
the operation on facts, cubes, dimensions, and measures (Chen, 2008, Kamagate, 2013).
2.2 Review of Security Issues
Today, with large distribution for users and servers in all over the world, data security becomes the important issue for our organizations (Mahmoud, 2012). With the increased number of
internet users in e-commerce that is able to exchange data bank and personal information as credit cards and master cards, the large scale of business flow between their users and the servers of
organizations takes place in a large set of data sources joined together in a central data warehouse (Gupta, 2012). It is important to have a mechanism to guarantee the Confidentiality, Integrity and Availability (CIA) of data (Stallings, 2014). To get more confidentiality, they have proposed a number of the encryption technique types that support this issue. Also, to obtain the integrity of the data, they have proposed a number of the hash techniques that support this issue.
Finally, to satisfy the availability of the data, they have proposed a number of performance
methods that support this issue. This section will present three parts of subsections ordered as
follows:
2.2.1 Data Confidentiality.
As mentioned in (Singh, 2011), the encryption is defined as changing the original text
called plaintext that is available to language understanding to text cannot be understood called
ciphertext and appear as meaningless and has no relation between two texts. This process has
another inverse process where ciphertext needs to be decrypted on the other end to be plaintext.
This process is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure (2.2): Encryption/Decryption process diagram (Singh, 2011).
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There are an assortment of several types of encryption methods that can be categorized
depending on the technique in that the plaintext is generated (which can be any of stream cipher
or block cipher), or depending on the type of processes used for converting plaintext to cipher
text (Kadry, 2011). The second category can be one of two patterns, substitution (which represent each element in the plaintext into another element) and transposition (which reorders the
elements in the plaintext). (Stallings, 2006). These types of encryption methods are presented
below:

2.2.1.1 Stream Cipher
The data is alternately encrypted for each bit of it by using one bit of the key, Stream cipher is one of the unpretentious techniques of encrypting data (VOCAL Technologies, 2017). In
this respect, to create a stream cipher that is more difficult to break, one could use an encryption
key with different length (Mahmoud, 2012). This would simplify to cover any cognitive models
in the resulting cipher text. The major feature of the stream cipher is that it is faster and more
proper for streaming application (Ahmed, 2014). But its main abuse feature is that it is not appropriate in some architecture of data schemas and has some weaknesses (Mousa, 2006). The
RC4 technique is one of the stream cipher method (Stallings, 2006).
2.2.1.2 Block Cipher
Block ciphers are created and build to encrypt data in parts of a fixed size. It’s not the
same of stream ciphers, which encrypt every only bit by bit. A block cipher feature will characterize length of data should be encrypted on each period (called a block). Also, detect of a key
size that is applied to each block. There are many of several algorithms that can be used when
executing block cipher encryption. Three common encryption algorithms are presented below
(Bhanot, 2015):
1.

Data Encryption Standard (DES)
It specifies that DES encrypted data should be processed in 64-bit blocks using a 56-bit

key. The general operations are taking the data and then separating it up into blocks though applying the key to each block. DES completes the 16 rounds of encryption on each 64 bits block
of data as shown in Figure2.3. DES works on a particular principle and is a symmetric encryption system that uses 64-bit blocks, 8 bits (one octet) of verifying the key is no changed as one of
the parity checks.
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Figure (2.3): DES encryption rounds (Bhanot, 2015).

2.

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
In 2001, the AES is selected as a replacement to DES and 3-DES. AES is developed by

Vincent Rijmen and Joan Daeman. In this algorithm, there are three block ciphers like AES-128,
AES-192 and AES-256. There are three types of key sizes in blocks of 128-bits. In AES, there
are 10 rounds for 128 -bit keys as shown in Figure 2.4, 12 rounds for 192-bit keys, and 14 rounds
for 256 -bit keys.

Figure (2.4): AES encryption rounds (Bhanot, 2015).
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3.

Blowfish
It is essentially a symmetric block cipher having variable length key from 32 bits to 448

bits that have exchanges choice. It operates on block size 64 bits (8 x 8). It is a 16 – round Feistel
cipher and uses large key dependent S- Boxes as shown in Figure 2.5. Each S - box consists of
32 bits of data. 5

Figure (2.5): Blowfish encryption rounds (Bhanot, 2015).

2.2.1.3 One Way Encryption
This method used one key generated to pass the ciphertext to the destination by using or
with using the key one time only not repeated again. The XOR operation is the main logical operation to encrypt and decrypt the data by the plaintext and ciphertext life cycle. The advantage
of it is the plaintext impossible reached from the ciphertext. This appears illegitimate but it is
possibly the method of encryption which is the common used to login of computer users. An example of this type is UNIX systems, where passwords encrypted by a one-way algorithm
(Stallings, 2006).
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2.2.1.4 Hybrid Systems
This method used two keys for encrypting and decrypting data by taking whose one encrypts this data between the source and the destination. This method is not allowed to disclaimer
the source who sends the encrypted data. As shown in Figure 2.6, adapted from (Bhanot, 2015),
the encrypted text is authorized by using the private key.

Figure (2.6): Asymmetric encryption/decryption method (Bhanot, 2015).

1.

Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA)
The RSA algorithm is one of the most asymmetric techniques. It used large integers like

1 KB (1024 bits) in size. It has only one round of encryption. To create public and private keys,
it needs the product of two large prime numbers (P*Q), generated of it their public and privet
keys. The prime factors (P*Q) must be reserved in secret state. According RSA algorithm, the
public key is used to encrypt plaintext and private key used to decrypt ciphertext. It has set of
different security level. However, it takes a lot of time in compute execution for encrypting files.
Another disadvantage in this algorithm, it is available to insert fabricate key at decryption process so, the secret key should be private and reached correctly in the encryption way. Public key
pairs are used to set up a secure session, and then data is exchanged using a secret key system
(Bhanot, 2015).
2.

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP)
It is a well-known example of a practical hybrid encryption system, which uses both the

secret key and public key. The most used of PGP algorithm is in email for message exchange.
Also, the PGP required the secret key shared between the sender and receiver such as swift bank
code exchange (Luther, 2005).
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3.

Diffie–Hellman (D-H)
In 1976, Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman proposed a new encryption algorithm

named D-H algorithm in which encryption and decryption keys were different, and both keys
cannot be derived from each other (Jaber, 2008). According to, the Diffie–Hellman algorithm is a
technique used to exchanging encryption keys published in unsecure channel (Adrian, 2015). D–
H is one of the primaries applied of public key reciprocation between two parts and more. Where
usually, any establishing of secure communication between two parties required exchange keys
at physical channel as shown in Figure 2.7 below (Keerthi, 2014). The Diffie–Hellman key exchange method allows two parties that have no prior knowledge of each other to jointly establish
a shared secret key over an insecure channel (Chefranov, 2013). This key can then be used to encrypt subsequent communications using the symmetric key cipher.

Figure (2.7): Diffie–Hellman key exchange (Keerthi, 2014).

2.2.2 Data Integrity
In data warehouses, the large scale of query results that contains a huge number of data
records is needed to test the data is changed or not from DW server to user/client. The one of
check process for certifying no change of the data, which is received from DW server and is requested from user/client, is called the integrity process. This check includes a number of mathematical computing distributed on a set of blocks from a query result. The hash code is the result
of mathematical computing for verifying data integrity. There are many types of methods that
generate hash codes called hash functions. A hash function h is a function that gets a relatively
arbitrary amount of input and generates an output of fixed size. The properties of some hash
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functions can be used to greatly increase the security and verify the integrity or any arbitrary data
(Silva, 2003). In general, the padding bits and length block are preprocessing for hash function as
illustrated in Figure 2.8 (Menezes, 1996). Two types of hash functions are presented below:

Figure (2. 8): General model for hash function (Menezes, 1996).

2.2.2.1 Message Digest 5 (MD5)
It is devised by R.L. Rivest of RSA Laboratories (RSA Laboratories). The MD5 stands
for ―Message Digest 5‖ because it is the fifth revision of a message digest algorithm. It has an
arbitrary input length and produces a 128-bit digest. Until this time, MD5 has difficult to a collision which means the use of MD5 is strong for verifying data integrity (Silva, 2003). Depend on
the above, if the data is changed, the hash code result will change, so, all hash algorithms are
one-way as shown in Figure 2.9 (Jacob, 2015).

Figure (2.9): An example for MD5 hash (Jacob, 2015).
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2.2.2.2 Secure Hash Algorithm 1 (SHA-1)
)Silva, 2003(, SHA-1 is the first revision of a hash algorithm developed by the National
Security Agency. SHA1 supports data of any length less than 264 bits as input and generates a
160- bit digest. In the improbable happening that one requests to calculate the digest of data
greater than 264 bits in size length, the simplest solution would be to divide the large scale of
data into smaller blocks of data size. There are no known weaknesses in SHA1, and it is generally considered the most secure of the two algorithms. There are also variations of SHA1, which
produce longer digests, SHA-256 (digests of 256 bits), and SHA-512 (digests of 512 bits). The
SHA1 starts to generate the hash code by using initial values and adds the words of data to these
values and then applies XOR operation on the result of adding process with previous initial values. Figure 2.10 shows a graphical illustration of the step operation of SHA-1.

Figure (2.10): Step operation of SHA-1 hash function (Preneel, 2004).

2.2.2.3 Digital Signature
One of the common security processes that support data integrity and authentication is a
digital signature. The signature is coming from the signing of a practical human at business letters. In traditional business, the signing is responsible for the personal source on the agreement
letter. So, in any judgment community, the decision of judge depends on signing from the
agreement parties when one of these parties repudiates this agreement (Shaheen, 2013).
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In the e-commerce world, achieving data confidentiality is very important against the
hackers. For this reason, the symmetric algorithms are applied in Internet network. But, these
algorithms have the same key in the two sides (source and destination) (Chefranov, 2010). If one
of the two sides generates encrypted code by the key shared with another side, no one can verify
that encrypted code is generated from one without other; hence, every one of the two sides can
repudiate the encrypted code.
Asymmetric algorithms are building transmission systems that are not allowing the repudiation between two sides. The authentication is applied by using the private and public keys for
encryption/decryption process to authenticate the source of encrypted data. The data integrity is
achieved by using hash functions to check if the data is changed during transmission time. As
shown in Figure 2.11, the digital signature model includes two communicating parties (source,
destination). It is assumed that the destination knows the public key of the source (Stallings,
2014).

Figure (2. 11): The Common model for digital signature process (Stallings, 2014).

2.2.3 Data Availability
The availability is full control of the system or system resources being and usable upon
demand by an authorized system user, according to performance specification for the system as
speed up of average execution time (i.e., a system available if it provides services according to
the system design whenever user requests them). A variety of attacks can result in the failure of
availability (Stallings, 2006).
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Depending on above definitions, the speed up of specific availability for business flow
system needs to look for about cipher algorithms against the attacking challenge in data availability. The main force for this challenge is using a set of block cipher algorithms that can increase the usable upon demand by the authorized users. In the next subsections, we present some
of common block cipher algorithms to produce high performance in security issues.
2.3 Evaluation of Block Cipher Algorithms to Achieve Security Issues.
The common block cipher algorithms are DES, 3-DES, AES and Blowfish (Stallings,
2014). These algorithms are checked and studied to evaluate which one is the best choice to
achieve security issues. This challenge, we can be separated to in two parts. The first part, who is
one of the algorithms, has more of performance in the execution time. In other word, the digital
world of e-commerce business that users are exponential growth needs to serviceable upon demand by the authorized users. Where the execution time for each request in server side takes
many of time and the other requests of clients became time out of service.
Depending on the result of Crypto++ 6.0.0 Benchmark (Crypto++, 2017), DES is has the
high performance comparing with others as present in table 2.1.
The second part of the challenge is which is one of cipher block algorithms has high security. Depending on security analysis, for each cipher block algorithms as present in table 2.1,
the Blowfish and AES algorithms are excellent secure. But each of them algorithms not has high
performance as DES algorithm.
This survey of comparing between cipher block algorithms is motivated to study and developed in DES algorithm. In the next subsections, we present some of the common approaches
that developed and enhancing in DES algorithms to produce high performance and more confidence in security issues.
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Table (2.1): Comparison of Blowfish, DES, 3-DES and AES as block cipher algorithms (Stallings, 2014).

Factors

Blowfish

DES

3-DES

AES

Created By

Bruce Schneier

IBM in 1975

IBM IN 1978

Vincent Rijmen,

in 1993

Joan
Daemen in 2001

Key Length

32–448 bits

56 bits 168 bits

(k1, k2 and k3)

128, 192, or 256

112 bits (k1 and

bits

k2)
Round(s)

16

16

48

10 - 128 bit
key,12 – 192
bit key,14 - 256
bit key

Block Size

64 bits

64 bits

64 bits

128 bits

Structure

Feistel network

Balanced Feistel

Balanced Feistel

Substitution-

network

network

permutation
network

Speed

Fast

Very Fast

Slow

Very Slow

Excellent Secure

Not Secure

Enough Ade-

Excellent Securi-

quate Security

ty
biclique attack

( Crypto++
6.0.0 Benchmark)
Security

Attack

differential at-

brute-force at-

meet-in-the-

tack

tack

middle attack
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2.4 Survey on Enhancing and Modifying Approaches for DES Algorithms.
The researchers in the field of cryptography and information security are detecting set of
a weakness of DES as following:
1. DES has 56-bit as key length used in an encryption. So, the brute force attack trying possible

times to reach the key.

2. DES has weakness keys, where if used it as input to an S-box the result of generation is
the same output.
2.4.1 Attacking on DES Algorithm.
From above of these weaknesses, DES algorithm is becoming force cryptanalysis threat.
The attacking of DES is happened and developed by many of attacking techniques as follows:
2.4.1.1 Brute-force attack
This attack work on trying all possible key until the correct key is found. Can break DES
with complexity

. This is attack known as an exhaustive key search (Stallings, 2014).

2.4.1.2 Differential cryptanalysis
Biham and Shamir have invented this technique to break symmetric algorithms in 1990.
This method takes less time than an exhaustive search. Where the DES can be a break with
chosen plaintext (Biham el at, 1993).
2.4.1.3 Linear cryptanalysis
In 1994, was invented by a Japanese researcher working at Mitsubishi Electronics,
Mitsuru Matsui. This method takes less time than an exhaustive search, can break DES with
known plaintexts (Matsui el at, 1994).
2.4.2 Comparative Study for Enhancing and Developing Approaches on DES Algorithm.
The authors of enhancing and developing approaches on DES algorithm are achieving the
confidentiality. Where the improved of DES Algorithm is by )Shrivastava, 2011). Proposed new
scheme improved the security of the cryptosystem by using the triple DES three times with RSA.
Key length becomes 504 bit. This improves security levels but increases file size, as shown in
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table 2.2. In future, he will work to improve security levels but file size will remain constant. My
point of view, it will be very slow and Size is too big.
(Singh el at, 2013). Suggested new scheme to improve the Security of DES Algorithm. In
this scheme used transposition technique added before DES algorithm. Where the attacker asks
him first break DES algorithm and then transposition technique, as shown in table 2.2. This
works to increase security as compared to a simple DES algorithm. In this scheme the key length
remains the same 56 bit, therefore is not solved brute force attack problem.
(Bhardwaj, 2012). Proposed new model used DES algorithm as the hash algorithm.
Through used pseudo number generator to produce an infinite random number to modify data
and key that is use in DES algorithm, as shown in table 2.2. This modifies can be decrypted process too hard.
(Han el at, 1996). Suggested new algorithm improves DES algorithm. This algorithm
work on divide one block 96-bit into 3 sub-block of 32-bit and then perform different f functions
on each of the 3 sub-blocks and then increase S-boxes from S1-S8 into S1-S16 and increase the
key length from 56-bit into 112-bit as shown in table 2.2.
(Divya el at, 2012). They proposed a modification to the DES algorithm to make it secure
more than DES algorithm, by increasing the length of the key from 56 bit into 136 bit and the
ciphertext from 64 bit into 128 bit, as shown in table 2.2. They need to add an additional round to
make this modification. In the end, they make comparisons between M-DES and DES algorithm
to proof M-DES is secure against brute force attack more than DES algorithm.
(Salih, 2010). Proposed new method to enhancing on DES algorithm. The author is using
through his design same DES algorithm parameters as S-Box and Key creation model. The modification in new algorithm is through replacing the function of expansion permutation by the function of distribution. Also, the blocks of DES in regular model and the modified model are the
same and without adding of any new blocks.
(Sison.,et al, 2012). The authors developed confidential information software to DES
used in simulation of Smart Card Data. The idea of new approach concentrated in the inclusion
of the Odd-Even substitution to DES. These substitutions for each round make more complicated
between the ciphertext and the key.
All these research papers make on improved DES algorithm but not make on increasing
key length into 184 bit to increase the security and do not to achieve data integrity. In the next
chapter, we proposed a new model to modifying on DES Algorithm to achieve security issues.
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Table (2. 2): Comparative study for enhancing and developing approaches on DES algorithm.

Approach

Algorithm

Key

Rounds

Block

Size

Number

Size

Cipher Performance
Block
Size

Gaurav

new scheme DES

Shrivastava,

with RSA

504

145

64

64

3n3 +k

64

18

64

64

n+4k

64

16

64

64

n+2k

112

16

96

96

n3/2+k

136

17

64

128

n+4k

64

16

64

64

n+2k

64

16

64

64

n+16k

2011.
Sombir Singh, et

Simple Columnar

al., 2013.

Transposition
Technique with
Multiple Rounds
(SCTTMR)

CRS

PN Generator

BHARDWAJ,

produce the infi-

2012.

nite random number

Seung-Jo Han, et

improved Data

al.1996.

Encryption Standard (DES) Algorithm

Divya, S. M. K.

Modified-DES

Sukumar Reddy,

Encryption Algo-

2012.

rithm (M-DES)

Salih, 2010

Modified Key
Model of Data
Encryption Standard

Ariel M.

Implementation of

Sison.,et al,2012

Improved DES
Algorithm in Securing Smart Card
Data
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2.5 Summary:
This chapter offering an overview of cryptography and security information system. In
general view, the chapter investigated about information security system. This chapter also contains an explanation of security issues. So, this chapter offers a general vision about block cipher
algorithms, data integrity methods and data availability needs for data security systems. As a final point, this chapter presents an evaluation of the algorithms that achieve security issues in two
categories. First, assess of block cipher algorithms. Second, explore the evaluation of common
approaches that are developed on the DES algorithm to achieve confidentiality, integrity and
availability as ones of security issues.
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Chapter 3
Modification of Data Encryption
Standard (M-DES)
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Chapter 3
Modification of Data Encryption Standard (M-DES)
This chapter presents a new approach named modification of DES (M-DES) as an algorithm for implementing Block Cipher Algorithm developed on DES Algorithm. We propose this
algorithm depending on the previous chapter that presented the comparative analysis of developed and enhanced DES approaches. The results showed that the approaches have used increase
of key size ensured confidentiality of data. While other approaches used additional rounds to
modify the ciphertext of data and key that is used in DES algorithm. This idea directs us to simple restructure solved the security issues with implementation and design by using Modification
of DES (M-DES) in Block Cipher Algorithm. This chapter presents two models for M-DES as
M-DES encryption model and M-DES decryption model. We will use key size 192-bit as
share/session key.
3.1 M-DES Algorithm
As presented before, DES algorithm used key has 56-bit length in encryption, there is
possible keys. A brute force attack on such number of keys is practical. So, in our proposed new
approach, after sixteen rounds of original DES algorithm, we added two new rounds to become
the number of rounds eighteen (18). Each of the new rounds has 128-bits input and key. Therefore, the length of the key becomes 192-bit, the first 64-bit uses in sixteen rounds and the remain128-bit uses in two new rounds (TNR).
After encryption process by original DES, the result of DES and key collected in one
block. Then perform fixed permutation on the block. Then the result of permutation sent to first
new round as input. Each of the new rounds performs four operations separated input, swapping,
byte-by-byte substitution and XORed with a key 128-bit. This operation will discuss them later.
Then the inverse permutation is done on the result of second new round. Finally, the result of inverse permutation split into two 64-bits. The key of original DES before performing permuted
choice 1 (PC1) used as input in the first of the new rounds, on decrypting, it’s used as output to
ensure the data is not manipulated during the transfer process and to ensure its integrity.
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Figure (3.1): M-DES Algorithm schema (Encryption and Decryption models).

As shown in figure 3.1, the data flow schema illustrates the mechanism of two models,
encryption and decryption of our approach. The sender enters the plaintext and the key has a
length of 192-bits. This key will divide into two key, the first key has length 64-bit and the second key has length 128-bit. The plaintext will encrypt by DES algorithm with the first key. After encryption, the output of DES and the first key will enter to first new round as input block.
This input will encrypt by two new rounds with the second key to produce ciphertext and 64-bit
encrypt key. Figure 3.2 shows the encryption by our approach. The ciphertext and 64-bit encrypted key will transmit to the receiver across a communication channel.
When the receiver receives the ciphertext and 64-bit encrypted key he/she must enter the
same key that used in the encryption. The two new rounds will decrypt the 64-bit ciphertext with
64-bit encrypt key by using the second key. Figure 3.3 shows the decryption model design by our
approach. The output of two new rounds divide into two equal length block, the first block enters
to DES algorithm for decryption with the first key and the second block will use for comparison
with the first key and check the data integrity. The next section present in specific words the data
flow of M-DES algorithm distributed in two models, M-DES encryption model, and M-DES decryption model.
3.2 M-DES Encryption Model
The M-DES encryption model is start with an original DES encrypted plaintext 64-bit use
key 64-bit. After encryption, the result of DES and the key that is used in encryption, grouped in
one block 128 bits. Then initial permutation is performed on the block before being sent to the
first new round through a process called permutation. After permutation process, the input is
separated from128-bit blocks into two 64-bit blocks, Left Block (L) and Right Block (R).
Then the locations of two blocks (L, R) are switched through a process called swapping.
Then two blocks are collected as one block and perform a byte-by-byte substitution of the block
used by AES S-box. Then the result of substitution is XORed with a key 128-bit. Figure 3.2 explains the mechanism of encryption model process by our approach schema.
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Where,

=Spilt 128-bit into two 64-bit blocks.

= Encryption by TNR,
= Encryption plaintext

(3.1)
uses key

,

= the uses in encryption TNR,
=ciphertext of TNR= R [1],
=Encrypted key is taken once for the message as a whole = R [2].

Figure (3.2): M-DES encryption model data flow process.
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3.2.1 M-DES Encryption Operations:
In the initial state, before being sent ciphertext and key of original DES to the round seventeen, they are concatenated together in one block, as shown in figure 3.3. Where the permutation is created on this block by matrix 4×4, as shown in figure 3.4. The first eight bytes represent
ciphertext and remain byte represent the key.

Figure (3.3): The ciphertext and key of DES collected in one block.

Figure (3.4): Initial Permutation (IP).

In addition, when the blocks sent to round number seventeen as input, we will apply the four operations as follows:
1. Swapping operation:
This operation included set of process flowing as the order:
1. The block divided into two equal blocks (Left, Right), as shown in figure 3.5.
2. Swapping the location of the two blocks (left to right, right to left), as shown in figure
3.6.
3. Joint and re-collecting blocks in one block again, as shown in figure 3.6.
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Figure (3.5): Divide one block into two blocks.

Figure (3.6): swapping on two block then collected in one block.

2. Substitution operation:
This operation is applied byte-by-byte substitution of the block by uses an S-box of the
AES algorithm. Whereas the first 4-bit of the byte represents the row and other 4-bit represent a column figure 3.7.
The addition S-Box of AES in our approach, Gave the strength, durability, and rigidity of
the algorithm. Where it provides the non-linearity in the cipher due to the use of the multiplicative inverse of the finite field

and work on to prevent attacks based on simple alge-

braic properties. The S-box can calculate by applying the equation on each 8-bit in a byte.
One byte consists of 8 bits

,

2014).
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have fixed value (Stalling,

{63} = {01100011} and = {0, 7}.

(3.2)

Figure (3.7): S-box table to perform byte-by-byte substitution (Stalling, 2014).

3. Exclusive Disjunction (XOR) operation:
The third operation, the result substitution process XORed with key 128-bit. All the three
operations repeated on round number eighteen.

4. Inverse Permutation operation :
It is the final one as the fourth operation, after performing a same operation on round
number eighteen; we will apply inverse permutation on the result of this round as shown figure 3.8. Then split the result of an inverse permutation into two 64-bit. Where first 64-bit represent ciphertext and remain 64-bit represent encrypted key will using in the decryption process to achieve data integrity. Where the 64-bit encrypted key is taken once for the message
as a whole.
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Figure (3.8): Shows inverse permutation

.

3.3 M-DES Decryption Model
When the ciphertext and 64-bit encrypt key will transmit to the receiver across a communication channel, the M-DES decryption model start process. This model process as represents
the inverse encryption operations; as shown in figure 3.9. When decryption the ciphertext by MDES, firstly we collected 64-bit ciphertext with the 64-bit encrypted key then we must perform
the initial permutation on the 128-bit.

If

(3.3)

Then we will be applied four operations. The first operation, we will perform XORed the
result of inverse permutation with a Key 128-bit.
The second operation is applied byte-by-byte inverse substitution of the block by uses an
inverse S-box of the AES algorithm, show figure 3.10. The inverse S-box can calculate by applying the equation on each 8-bit in a byte (Stalling, 2014).

Where d= {05}, or 00000101.

(3.4)
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Figure (3.9): M-DES decryption model data flow process.

The third operation has divided the result of inverse substitution into two blocks. The four
operations, swapping the location of two blocks (Left, Right). All four operations repeated on a
second round. The results of the second round are grouped into one block and then perform inverse permutation on the block.
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Figure (3.10): Inverse S-box table to perform byte-by-byte inverse substitution (Stalling, 2014).

After that, result is separated from the block into two 64-bits words. The first 64-bit will
be sent to original DES as input (ciphertext). The second 64-bits represent the key, which will be
used to verify that the key that is used in decryption is similar to it and ensure data integrity during transportation. Then the DES will decrypt the result of round 2 with the 64-bit key.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a new approach to improve DES algorithm schema.
This approach ensured to verify the three security issues such as Confidentiality, Integrity and
Availability of data flowing in the information systems. We have explained how the data flow is
working and the operations in both models encryption and decryption. We also have shown its
points of strength and weakness. Depending on the M-DES algorithm that applied the two models (M-DES encryption model, and M-DES decryption model) will achieve high performance for
average execution time in experimental studies. Also, we will test of its implementation over
text, and discuss the results of comparing it with the block cipher algorithms in next chapter.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Results and
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Chapter 4
Experiments Results and Discussion
In cryptography field, the evaluation of any algorithm is depending on the strength of its evaluation
criteria. Where a plaintext cannot be resulting from the ciphertext without use of the key. Also in general, a
understanding of the algorithm should not decrease the strength of the cipher. In this chapter, we present the
experiments that we carried out to evaluate the proposed M-DES algorithm. In addition, we introduce and
illustrate the measures that we considered for evaluating our cryptographic system effectiveness and efficiency.
4.1 Mathematical Proof for Computation Time of Exhaustive Key Search on M-DES
The exhaustive key search is number of passphrases trying, that an attacker reach to the correct key
and it is known as brute-force attack. Where the attacker methodically checks all possible dictionary passphrases until the correct trying is found (Goldwasser, 1999). This target of search key is chosen at random
probability. So, in our approach M-DES algorithm we can evaluate it by mathematical proof as the following assumptions:
Each trying of possible dictionary passphrases is

.

Where K is a key size used for algorithm.
In worst case of trying probability is trying all possible ones.
The Computation Time (CT) for exhaustive key search can be calculated as follows:
∑

∑

∑
(4.1)
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In M-DES algorithm, the key size is 184 bit. So, the computation time is 2184 possible iteration of
key to reach the correct trying. Whereas assume, that the time is required 109 decryption per second
(Stalling, 2014). So, the calculation the average time required for exhaustive key search. Where it turns out
that M-DES greater than DES, AES-128, and Triple-DES in terms of the number of alternative keys, the
time required at

decryption/s and the time required at

decryption/s. So, the M-DES is considered

more secure against key attack and a brute force attack, as shown in table (4.1).
Table (4.1): Average Time Required for Exhaustive Key Search.

Algorithm Number of alternative keys

The time required at
decryption/s

The time required at
decryption/s

DES
AES-128
3-DES
M-DES

4.2 Experimental Environment Study:
The evaluation of the execution time is depending on set of parameters for each algorithm.
Such that, the operating system, stream type of files, machine properties as RAM, CPU and language tools kit. In all experimental studies, we are executed M-DES algorithm, 3-DES, DES and
AES by using java-programming language. Where the characteristic environment as following:
1- The operating system is Windows 10 pro © Microsoft 2017.
2- Machine OS build in 64- bit.
3- CPU type Intel® Core™ i5-4210U and CPU speed 1.70GHz and 2.40 GHz.
4- RAM is 6 GB.
5- Implemented with jdk1.8.0_60.
6- Programing editing by NetBeans 8.0.1.
7- Used library tools called crypto and security supported by JDK 1.8.0_60.
The implementation of M-DES algorithm is used the set of Java Classes, packages and parameters, as shown in figure 4.1. The user interfaces build in easy used and simple display the
results. Where include the file information as file size and type of operation in two models: encryption model and decryption model. The design depending on using with M-DES algorithm,
the other three type of block cipher algorithms.
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Figure (4.1): The implementation of M-DES algorithm application.

Where the application of M-DES algorithm is working as read the stream text and gets
the two type of key. The key for DES as original algorithm and EN-key for adding two rounds in
proposed of M-DES algorithm. Figure 4.2 shows testing for M-DES encryption model for input
text as ―ali‖ and the cipher that is generated.

Figure (4.2): Testing for M-DES encryption model for input text.
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The testing of the M-DES application is working as proposed in decryption model. So,
when the user puts the ciphertext as input in alogrithm and the same key of encryption model is
used in decryption, it will convert ciphertext to plaintext. The result for testing is appearing the
same text that we added in encryption model, as shown in figure 4.3.

Figure (4.3): Testing for M-DES decryption model for input text.

4.3 High Performance Evaluation:
The high performance is the increasing of speed up in algorithm execution time. One of the
goals of M-DES algorithm is reach to high performance. Where, the modification of DES algorithm is not effect to time of computation. This issue is critical in cryptography field. In general,
in next sub section we comparing the time of computation of M-DES algorithm with other block
cipher algorithm. The experimental studies the impact of the modifying of DES by adding to
rounds in average time execution. This experimental also, executed the three algorithms as AES,
3-DES, and DES, as shown in Figure (4.4, 4.5 and 4.6).
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Figure (4. 4): Encryption File have size 50KB by DES, show time process.

Figure (4. 5): Encryption File have size 50KB by 3-DES, show time process.
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Figure (4. 6): Encryption file have size 50KB by AES, shown time process.

Also, the experimental is applying to two M-DES algorithm models. First, M-DES encryption model that is reads the plaintext and generates the ciphertext. Second, M-DES decryption model that is reads the ciphertext and regenerates the plaintext. Where the Average Execution Time (AET) is the average of ten execution times for executing each of these files in single
machine and is measured in Second unit. The experimental results of M-DES approach are distributed based on the two models with different set of files sizes as 1KR, 50KR, 100KR, 150KR,
200KR, 250KR.
4.3.1 Experimental Results for M-DES Encryption Model
When applied the running in a M-DES Encryption model with set of files sizes, is loading
the ciphertext in result as text area in an application, as shown in 4.7. M-DES encryption adding
after DES ended four operations, such as permutation, swapping, substitution and exclusive disjunction operation. Depending on result of average execution time that applied M-DES Encryption in set of files size is near to reach the DES algorithm, as shown in table 4.2.
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Figure (4. 7): Encryption file have size 50KB by M-DES, shown time process.

We applied a comparing testing result of the M-DES encryption model with the other cipher block algorithms as AES, 3-DES in encryption phase, as shown in table 4.2. The result
show that M-DES encryption model reach a performance in average execution time comparing
with them in a same experimental environment, that present in previous section.
Table (4. 2) Encryption Time Experimental for M-DES Encryption Model, DES, 3-DES and AES.

File size

DES (Time in

3-DES (Time in

M-DES (Time in sec.)

AES (Time in

sec.)

sec.)

1 KB

.17

.176

.18

.176

50 KB

1.82

1.94

1.93

1.81

100 KB

7.68

7.86

8.27

8.92

150 KB

19.7

21.60

20.02

25.02

200 KB

39.34

41.92

40.09

53.39

250 KB

65.2

68.80

65.29

87.29

sec.)

The result as appear in figure 4.8 shows the modification in DES as M-DES Encryption
model in not effect in computing time for the original decryption phase DES algorithm. This result is appearing with the block cipher algorithms benchmark called Crypto++ 6.0.0.
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Figure (4.8): Result of Encryption Time Experimental for M-DES Encryption Model, DES, 3-DES and AES.

4.3.2 Experimental Results for M-DES decryption Model
When applied the running in a M-DES decryption model with set of files sizes, is loading
the ciphertext in result as textarea for input to an application. M-DES decryption is starting with
four operations, such as permutation, swapping, substitution and exclusive disjunction operation.
After that, DES as proposed in previous thesis chapter will done the decryption process. During
this process, the second 64-bits represent the key, which will be used to verify that the key that is
used in decryption is similar to it and ensure data integrity during transportation. Depending on
result of average execution time that applied M-DES decryption in set of files sizes is near to
reach the DES algorithm, as shown in table 4.3.
We applied a comparing testing result of the M-DES decryption model with the other cipher block algorithms as AES, 3-DES in decryption phase, as shown in table 4.3.The result appear that M-DES encryption model reach a performance in average execution time comparing
with them, as shown in figure 4.9.
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Table (4.3): Decryption Time Experimental for M-DES Encryption Model, DES, 3-DES and AES.

File size

DES (Time in

3-DES (Time in

M-DES (Time in sec.)

AES (Time in

sec.)

sec.)

1 KB

.173

.2

.186

.183

50 KB

1.06

1.33

1.26

.59

100 KB

3.31

3.6

3.46

1.58

150 KB

6.32

6.73

6.58

2.56

200 KB

10.37

11.43

11.1

4.4

250 KB

15.46

16.44

15.99

6.3

sec.)
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Figure (4.9): Result of Encryption Time Experimental for M-DES Decryption Model, DES, 3-DES and AES.

4.4 The Entropy Experimental in M-DES Algorithm
One of cryptographic algorithm metrics is a plaintext cannot be causing from the ciphertext
without use of the key. So, the study of the entropy is important to achieve confidentiality in
block cipher. In this section, we study the change that will appear in cipher that created by MDES encryption model. The entropy experimental applied to test if the modifications of DES
algorithm that proposed are effect for the entropy of DES.
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Table (4.4): An Entropy Experimental Result for M-DES, DES, 3-DES and AES.

File size

DES

3-DES

M-DES

AES

100KB

3.7127

3.7101

3.7110

3.7173

200KB

3.7138

3.7110

3.7115

3.7190

We applied the entropy testing in a M-DES algorithm on the set of files sizes (100KB,
200KB). The examination of entropy is study randomness for the ciphertext generated by MDES comparing with a ciphertext generated by DES algorithm. M-DES entropy result is near the
entropy value for DES algorithm, as shown in table 4.4. Also, the result of entropy is near the
entropy value of block cipher algorithms as AES, 3-DES, as shown in figure 4.10.

Entropy
3.72
3.718
TIME IN SECOND

3.716
3.714
3.712
3.71
3.708
3.706
3.704
100KB

200KB
FILE SIZE

DES

3-DES

TNR-DES

AES

Figure (4.10): Result of entropy experimental for M-DES, DES, 3-DES and AES.

4.5 Data Integrity Evaluation in Block Cipher
The data integrity is important to check if the cipher changes at transformation time of not
change. This property is provided by encrypted key (EN-Key). The block cipher algorithms not
support it, But the M-DES algorithm is supported, as shown in table 4.5.
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Table (4. 5): Block Cipher Algorithm Properties.

Algorithm

Plaintext

Ciphertext

Key size

Round

Data Integrity

DES

64

64

56

16

Not supported

AES-128

128

128

128

10

Not supported

3-DES

64

64

168

48

Not supported

M-DES

64

64

184

18

Supported

4.6 Summary
This chapter evaluates the M-DES algorithm in set of fields. Where, it presents the mathematical proof for computation time of Exhaustive Key Search on M-DES. And discuss the high
performance evaluations for M-DES in two models encryption and decryption. The experimental
studs the comparing M-DES with block cipher algorithms as AES, 3-DES and DES. The other
part of study is the entropy and check randomness of ciphertext. Finally, this chapter presents the
authentication property that M-DES is supported.
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Conclusion and Future Works

5.1 Conclusion

Block cipher algorithms are proven as one of the approaches for developing cryptography
and information security systems. By utilizing them, we proposed a modification of DES algorithm through adding two rounds, called M-DES algorithm. We can conclude the thesis in points
as follows:

1. The M-DES algorithm increase the computation time for the exhaustive key search. Where
the computation time reach to 2184 comparing with 256 for DES algorithm.
 The performance improvement is limited by the encryption time of load the files, compute
ciphertext, the I/O and communication overhead.
3. The modifications of DES algorithm dose not effect time of computation. Depending on result of average execution time that applied M-DES Encryption in set of files size is near to
reach the DES algorithm.
4. M-DES decryption is starting with four operations, such as permutation, swapping, substitution and exclusive disjunction operation. In decryption model, the result appear that it is
reach a performance in average execution time comparing with block cipher algorithms as
AES, 3-DES and DES. During this process, the second 64-bits represent the key, which will
be used to verify that the key that is used in decryption is similar to it and ensure data integrity during transportation. So, the block cipher algorithms not support it, But the M-DES algorithm is supported
5. By applying the entropy testing in a M-DES algorithm on the set of files sizes (100KB,
200KB). The examination of entropy is to study randomness for the ciphertext generated by
M-DES comparing with a ciphertext generated by DES algorithm. M-DES entropy result is
near the entropy value for DES algorithm.
6. M-DES approach is achieved confidentiality, integrity and availability as ones of security
issues. Where M-DES is more secure than DES approach.
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5.2 Future Works
1. Increasing the security by modifying a schedule set of operations. Redesign the S-box,
where create new polynomial function used in substation operations.
2. Decreasing the transition time by using high-speed devices in infrastructure network,
which can get higher performance for time computing.
3. Applying this proposal of block cipher at the systems that use client server based as elearning, e-government to tracking the authentication key in M-DES decryption model.
4. Creating new proposed approach used Blowfish or AES algorithms.
5. Using some techniques that are resist the overhead in the network as compress the data
transited between the thread CPU and spilt the file of data.
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